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Our Yiews on the Nicaraguan Elections
they sent troops to stop the workers and peasants from
In'July 1979, the poor and trampled people of Nicaragua
seizing control of the factories of the capitalists and land
, overthrew the U.S.-backed Somoza dictatorship. With this
needed by the peasants. They shut down EI Pueblo, the
revolution they took' the first steps towards a new life. They
stood up to everything the U.S. bully threw against them. ' third largest paper in' the country, which was put out by the
actmil communists of MAP(ML). But still Chamorro and
They fanned the fire of struggle across Central America.
Robelo were not happy. So the coalition government fell
Ten years later, on February 25, the Sandinistas lost the
elections to the US-backed, pro-contra opposition candidate . apart, and Chamorro wprked with Reagan and the CIA as
the "democratic" front for Reagan's contra war on NicaraVioleta Chamorro, 55% to 40%', Bush, the politicians in
gua.
W~shington, and the capitalist news media are ecstatic.
While the Sandinistas did wage a military battIe against
They are proclaiming a,great victory for "democracy." But
the contras, they tried to buy peace by selling off the
there is little joy among the working people of Nicaragua,
revolution piece by piece to Reagan and the Nicaraguan
,who are bracing themselves for hard days to come. So what
capitalists. But each time they gave up something Reagan,
is ,going on here? Why did Chamorro win?
\
Bush and the contra leaders demanded more.
Chamorro, won for two reasons. First was massive US
They preserved the old Sandinista labor code to reassure
pressure on the people to vote. for her. And second was
the capitalists, and called them the "patriotic" capitalists.
the Sandinista policy of. giving away the gains of the
But ,these patriots of exploitation "decapitalized" the
revolution in order to win over the rich.
factories anyway and sabotaged production. So the Sandinistas offered them more subsidies and "incentives", much
, Bleeding the people
,
'Continued on next page
The Nicaraguan people have lost proportionally more
people to the US-backed contra war than the US lost in
World War II and Viet Nam combined. They have suffered
tremendous economic hardship from the US economic
blockade. Bush made it clear that if the Nicaraguan peqple
voted for Chamorro he would call off the contra war and
lift the economic blockade. If they voted for Ortega, these .
would continue. A sizable section of the people in Nicara, gua voted for Chamorro as a result of ,this I blackmail.
'

Failure of Sandlnista policy
And there is another factor, and that is thl? policies of
the Sandinistas themselves., Contrary to George Bush, the
Sandinista leaders really aren't communIsts. They do not
believe that the working masses should rule, or control the
economy. The Sancifnistas instead want¢ to balance
between the working people and the wealthy entrepreneurs "
(.
.
and landlords.
,When Somoza fell, the Sandinistas could have called for
a governm.ent of the working masses. Instead they entered
a coalition government with Violeta Chamorro, Robelo,
and some other capitalist figures who had fallen out with
deposed Somoza dictatorship. To keep the capitalists happy" i
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The time will come when the Nicaraguan
of whieh promptly found its way' to the Miami exile
community.
.
toilers have their say.,.
The revolution was step by step dismantled. The popular
reforms were undermined. The workers and peasants were
.' .The! tragedy of Nicaragua was the toilers, who grew
called on to sacrifice again and again. This could only be
restless and discontented withtheSandinista policy, did not
endured if the whole country bore the sacrifice, and if the. rise en masse to get organized. ·They became cynical; but
resources were really used to help production and seIfnot active.
This has let the dance' of Sandinistas with the
\
defense. But the masses could see the subsidies given to the . right-wing take center stage.
.
rich, the increasing stagnation of production, and the cars,
, But the passivity of the toilers
not last forever. \
and comfortable dwellings give:q to the new Sandinista
There is already a coriscious section that has continued to
officialdom. Meanwhile free medical care and educational' stand in favor of class struggle and class .organization
improvements and other fruits of the revolution were taken
thoughout, the 80s. In the middle of this section is the
away. Wages 'were controlled while prjces soared.
;'
. Marxist-Leninist Party of Nicaragua, formerly called
The workers and peasants were disorganized and
MAP(ML).
.
disarmed. When it came to elections, whether this year's or
The time will come when .the'Nicaraguan toilers will
the previous ones,. the Sandinistas only carried them out as
have their say.' Let us ensure' that the militant workers,
a concession to the right~wing, insteado( using' them' to
youth, and activists in· the U.S. are ready to render them'
give a voice to the workers and peasants. The· working
support. We must keep up the struggle against U.S.
masses and their rights were given a back seat to the
imperialism's dirty role in Nicaragua, and we must give
negotiations between the Sandinistas and the reactionaries.
support for th~ Nicaraguan class struggle!
•
\
Ap.d so, over the years, the working masses wereworn
but and grew discouraged, while the Sandinistas drew closer
and closer to the right-wing. Even if the Sandinistas had
won the February 25 elections; there was talk in the air of
a deal with Chamorro and another attePlpt at bringing her
and other rigllt-wing figures into. the government.

will

W-hat. now for_Nicaragua?
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The elections of February 25. mark the end of the
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bourgeoisie for the inconvenience it suffered in suppressing
'. the revolution. The liberation movement in Nicaragua is
not dead, but Oit can only rebound in a new form.
".
Fornow, everyone has questions: What will happen to
the lands the peasants seized from the big land owners?
What protection will the peasants have from the contras
and other armed gangs of the owners? What will happen
to the workers 'in the state enterprises 111at,UNO wants to
, dismantle? What abOut the remaining health care, education and other reforms that the right wing has no use for?
The question is, who will stand up for the concerns of
the masses? Where is the force that will raise the-banner
of class struggle?
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The Sandinistas? Even now, the Sandinistas. are still
pursuing the P!lth of coming to a deal with the right-wing.
Indeed, for the time being it looks like some type of'
. compromise may· well take place. The Sandinistas could.
not get the right-wing to accept the position of junior
partner, and now they are asking for the position of junior
partner to the right~wing. They are trying to establish a
niche' as the loyal opposition.
To accomplish this, the FSLN leaders are trying to
.
Continued on page 4
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What does th~ setback in 'Nicaragu~
mean for' Central Amer-ica?'
elections were fair.
The real shaine of the February 25 elections would be
February 2S shows that Congress, as well as Bush, is a
if we failed to learn from them. But what are the lessons?
There are some who say that r~olution has failed, and ' bitter enemy of all progress in Central Ainerica. Demoso the people must go all o~t to make a deal with the , cratic congressmen joined with Republican warmongers to
join in a chorus of praise for the Nicaraguan right-wIng;-_right-wing, whether in Nicaragua or EI Salvador or
and to debate among themselves who had the honor of
elsewhere. But it was precisely years of such deals that
strangling the Nicaraguan revolution. Ever since the Arias
resulted in the victory of Chamorro. 'Not revolution, but
plan began, the demonstrations against U.S. intervention
the policy of wheeling and dealing with, the right-wing is
have dwindled to almost nothing, in order not to embarrass
responsible for this fiasco. '
"
the Democrats. Let this policy be banished, never to return.
The Sandinistas believed that they had the workers and
The lesson of February 2S is that only the revolutionary
peasants in 'the bag, so they could concentrate ,on concilistruggle of the workers and peasants can bring progress to
ating the right-wing. But you can't turn a mass movement
on and off at will. Any revolutionary organization worthy , Central America. Let us build solidarity with the insurg~nt
workers and peasants in Central Anierica! This is the force
of the name must pay constant attention to' encouraging
the initiative and organization of the workers and peasantS. , that. is shaking the ground under the rulers' in EI Salvador
and Guatemala. This is the force in Nicaragua that today
It 'inust more and more merge with the masses, and, not
faces a difficult struggle against the U:S.-organized
take them for granted.
February 2S also shbws that the Bush is not going to
Chamorro government! This is the force th,at bears the
_ let up in the war against Central America. Despite years
burden of exploitation from imperialism and the local
exploiters, and it is the force tliat is destined to overturn
of Arias peace plan Ipaneuvers, the contras were still
the old world of injustice and tyranny.
•
around during the voting,+and haven't disbanded yet. And
only the victory of Chamorro convinced Bush that the

That was some electioncampargn!
The Sandinista election campaign left even some of their
most ardent boosters, in the solidarity movement shaking
their heads. Many felt uncomfortable with Daniel Ortega
trying to out-glitz the made-in-America competition. They
noted that the FSLN neglected the rank-and-filein 'favor
of Madison Avenlle hype and sex appeal.
But the problem goes much deeper than election tactics.
The elections showed how far the, FSLN had become
priYileged and bureaucr~tic, how divorced from the workers ,
and peasants. It was jbst a sntlptom of years of smothering
the revolutionary initiative of the yvorker and small fan;ner.

But the armed workers and peasants scared the capitalists and landlords to death, aM the FSLN wanted above
all a deal with them. The disarming of the people was a
top demand of the right-wing and its U.S. sponsors. So the
FSLN, disbanded the militias and staked everything ona
regular army organized on the usual bureaucratic pattern.
Last year even the peasants in war zones had their weapons
taken away.
Bpt the regular army called for conscription, which cost
the FSLN dearly in support. Most importantly, the Sandinistas undermined the mobilizati0n of the working people
and their confidence in their revolutionary ability.

The draft
Land reform

Take the question of the military draft. It was a real
grievance among the people. The right wing played on this
grievance, and UNO promised' to abolish the draft if
elected.'
, ','
The FSLN was too arrogant with power to see what
.was . going on.' It said nothing definite about, the draft,
which they have looked on as a military necessity.
Was the draft really necessary?' In fact, there have been
no lack of men and women willing to fight the CIA's
mercenaries. hi the early days of the revolution they poured
into the fa~tory and viJIage militias. To' this day, the
peasants in the war zones still raise cries for arms to
defend themselves.

Or ·take the grievances of the small farmers. To meet
.their demands meant stepping on the toes of the wealthy
farmers an~ landowners. It meant shifting state subsidies
away from the rich and carrying through the promised,
agrarian reform.
But what happened? The capitalist opposition raged
against the land reform. And the FSLN slowed it way
down, and finally called a final halt to it over a year ago.
With the initiatl"ve of the working people frustrated and
broken, the FSLN had nothing to offer but vague promises,
T-shirts and caps.
. •

,-
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What now In Nicaragua?
Continued from page two

-

convince Chamorro and UNO, of the usefulness of dealing
with them. As Carlos Carrion, a FSLN leader, put it, the
Sandinista Front is the only force that can "guarantee
political stability even as an opposition." (Barricada,
Feb.27) Guardians of stability,order, and reconciliationthis is how the FSLN would like their role to be under the
Chamorro government. Militant words to the masseS, and
assurances to the capitalist rulers
At this time, Violeta Chamorro's advisors like Alfredor
Cesar (and Jimmy carter) are also pushing fof a deal. They,
think that good working relations with the FSLN are
needed to stabilize the new capitalist regime.
The flirtation mayor may not last. The UNO coalition
itself may splinter. Surely some UNO leaders and contra
commanders will just be waiting, for the OK: from Washington for a crackdown to settle old scores. Some may even go
it on their own. But for now UNO-FSLN "understanding" is in the air.

The

~arxlst-Lenlnlsts

call for class solidarity ,

The working class party, the Marxist-Leninist Party of
Nicaragua, has 'another view of what should be done. It
,has called on the masses to prepare for struggle. It calls
for class solidarity to protect the galns won during the
years of revolution. It appeals against surrendering weapons
and for the reorganization of worker and peasant militias:
The MLPN communique ~lso deals with economic issues.

It demands linking wages to the cost of living as protection
from the hyperinflation. It also calls fbr struggle against
any lay offs from the factories and offices.
Throughout the past decade, the MLPN has worked
perseveringly to organize the workers at the factories, the
masses in the communities, and the poor peasants in' the
fields. It has revived the working class press, after its initial
suppression by the Sandinistas. It has led the Frente Obrero
to forward the workers' inter~ts, and it has developed
Committees of, Struggle among the masses. This giveS itexperience in the struggle to organize the working masses
in their own rights.

The main thing
, The working people of Nicaragua face a stiff fight. The
main thing is that they no longer bear the injustices
passively,but convert' dissatisfaction into struggle and
organization. This is not an easy task.
But it was not an easy task to overthrow Somoza either,
and the Nicaraguan workers and peasants accomplished
,that. It was not an easy task to frustrate for a whole
decade the dirty war backed by the huge American superpower, and the Nicaraguans accomplished that too. The
Nicaraguan masses have not yet accomplished independent
class organization" against the capitalists. This is why the
Feb. 25 elections had such a dreary outcome. But in the
90's, this is the task that they face. Let those beware,
whose' profits depend on keeping the Nicaraguan workers
and peasants disorganized.
•

Resolutions for the National
Clinic Defense Conference
Detroit~-March 1990
Proposed by -the Detroit Branch of
the Marxist-Leninist Party
Combat the Right-wing
Anti-abortion Movement
Whereas:
1) The right-wing "pro-life" movement has come into
being to attack the abortion rights of working and poor
women. It has been encouraged by the Reagan and Bush
governments, and by the Carter Administration before that.

2) "Right-to-life" organizations have boml;>ed abortion
clinics, blockaded the clinics, and driven women 'away with
pickets, intimidation, and lies. They have also gotten the
support of the Supreme 'Court in a drive, to overturn and
restrict abortion-rights laws, on the road to outlawing
,abortions outright.
3) These reactionary groups seek' to draw ordinary
people into their movement through lying appeals to,
unreasoning passions about "life" and religion. Their aim
is not only to create foot soldiers against abortion rights.
They also seek to use the 'anti-abortion movement as" a
pridge to drag people into other right-wing causes-such
'as a general crusade against the rigbts and conditions, of ,
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working women and !iUpport for imperialist wars, racism;
and attacks on the workers and pCldr. .
.

those through Medicaid. It is poor· and working women
who have suffered this attack. As well, many of the other' _
legal restrictions befug put on abortions greatly increase
the costs ,of the procedm:es, costs that the working masses
can hardly afford. If abortions are completely 'banned, the
rich will still, find ways to get safe abortions. But the
working class and. poor will be forced back into the dangers .
of death and mutilation through back-alley abortions.

, 4) The militant clinic defens~ and $e other mass
protests by pro-choice forceS have dealt harsh blows to the
right-wing anti-abortion movement. They have. suffered
some setbacks, and· their leaders complain about demoral.,'
ization in their own ranks.. .
\

5) Nevertheless, .the right-wing anti-abortipn movement
is based on and supported by sections of the capitalist class,
the hierarchy of the Catholic Church, the "moral majority"
bigots, and the government. This reactionary movement will
not simply fade away, it must be defeated ,by a militant
movement of the D,lasses. In state after state it continues to
introduce bills restricting abortion rights, which are passed
. in some cases. It continues to receive wide promotion in
the ca,pitalist' media And in one· form or another it
continues its efforts to intimidate and harass working and
poor women.

2) The anti-abortion crusade is part of the general
assault on poor and working class women. The Federal
government has cut sOCial benefit programs to the bonesuch as child care, health care, housing and welfare. The
turn to "workfare" aims at· creating a super-cheap labor
force out of a section' of poor women. The capitalists are
also, carrying out a concessions drive to cut pay, health
insurance ari4 other benefits. M~while, they are forcing
women workers into the lowest-paid industries, rotten parttime work, and unequal pay. 4nd they are confronting
women workers with injurious speed up, discrimi:~13tion and
sexual harassment;'

Therefore, this clinic defense conference resolves to
combat the right-wing anti-abortion movement in. every
way.

3) The working masses provide an essential basis and
backbone for the pro-choice movement. They are the most
harmed by the right-wing anti-abortion crusade. And they
1) To continue the militant defense of abortion clinics.
have the most interest in a fight against the capitalists and
By relying on our own efforts... to shove aside -the antithe government, who stand behind the anti-abortion
abortion crusaders when they blockade clinics. And-even , crusade.
'

in those' cases where the "right-to-life" bigots are unable
to mount blockades-by confronting them whenever'
. possible with militant tactics such as picket lines, slogan
shouting, and denunciations of their reactionary antiwomen, racist,. pro-war; and pro-capital.ist character.
2) To take initiative to also'confront the right-wing anti..:
abortion movement away from the clinics through mass
protests against such things as "pro~life" fake clinics,
against their major capitalist backers like Tom Monaghan,.
against'major "pro-life" figures and "pro-litewheadquarters
and meeting places.
.

4) But while inany working women already sympathize
with the pro-choice struggle, and some have become act~ve
in it" the trade union leaders are standing in the way of
bringing the Imasses of working people into the movement.
The union bureaucrats in this countly ate notorious for
their pro-capitalist stands, their corruption, and their sellout
! of th¢ working masses. The AFL-CIO Executive Council
: has not yet even adopted a pro-choice position.. And
individual. union leaders who do claim to be pro-choice
" have done little or nothing to fight for abortion rights. As
a whole, the union bllreaucracy is obstruc:ting the fight for
abortion-rights. .
.

conduct
vigorous
leafleting,
meetings,
3) To
discussions and other agitation to expose the "right-tolite" demagogy and the reactionary aims of the anti, abortion movement. And also to target and expose its
basis in sections of the capitalist class, "moral majority"
and Catholic church leaders, and the Bu~h government.

5) Consequently, mobilizing the working people into the
pro-choice movement cannot be made ·into a matter of
linking up with the union bureaucrats and other such
reformist "leaders" who are tied to the Democratic Party.
Rather,' it requires going directly t9 the masses themselves,
organizing them to take up them fight, and encouraging
them to defy the obstructions of their "offiCial". leaders. I

Mobilize the Working Masses'

Therefore, this clinic defen,se conference resolves:
1) To go all out to mobilize the working class into the
pro-choice movement.

Whereas: '
. 1) Th~ crusade against abortion rights is most of all an
attack on the working class and poor masses. Many states
have already banned publicly-funded abortions, such as

I

2) To actively combat the anti-abortion, bigots at the
factories and other w,ork places. And to draw worki":lg,

"• • •
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people out of the work places into clinic defenses and '
other pro-choice actions. Every appropriate means should
be used such as leafleting, postering, and sticker campaigns. As well, . leafleting campaigns should be
conducted in working class neighborhoods, including
communities surrounding abortion clini~s where i
confrontations take place, and in various schools.

,
3) Besides work to draw Vlorking people' into clinic

defenses, to also organize other pro-choice actions at
times when working people are mors likely to be able to
attend. And to hold pro-choice demonstrations iny.'orking
class neigh?orhoods.

poor and working women, even authoring some legislation
like "workfare."
,
Only recently, after the mas~es have come out in
protests and militant clinic defenses, have some Democrats
begun again t6 posture about abOrtion rights. But even
those Democrats (and a few Republicans) who have made
noiSe against the anti-abortion crusade have supported the
cutbacks' on social programs and other attacks on poor and
working, women. And on the whole the Democrats have
proved quite reluctant to fight for abortion rights, mainly
concerning themselves in an effort to win votes. \ The
Democrats are capitalist politicians, just like the
RepUblicans. They are no champions of women's rights.

4) To carry out leafleting, meetings, discussions and so
,3) The pro-choice movement cannot be, built up by
forth against other attacks on working class and poor
relying on the Democrats or Republicans. Nor can it grow
women and to actively support their struggles. To work
strong on the basis of linking up with the union bureau- ~
, to link the pro-choi~e struggle together with these other
crats, "respectable" black leaders, and other reformists who '
'struggles to draw together a general movement in - , are tied to the capitalist parties. Rather it must be-built by
defense of the rights and conditions of working class
going directly to the. masses and organizing them
women.
, independently from the Democrats and Republicans and
their hangers-on. It should put out its own leaflets and
statements that combat the official' news media, a media
that promot~ the anti-abortion movement and is subse:rviBuild the. Movement Independently from ent to the capitalist parties. It should unite the masses into
organizations. And it must continue to launch
the Republican and Democratic Parties militant
militant mass actions.
Whereas:

Therefore, this clinic defense conference resolves:

1) The Republidan, Party has, been one of the key
founders and 'staunchest defenders of t!Ie right-wing antiabortion movement. It has ,denounced aborqon rights as
part of its official program. In the states, it is usually the
Republicans who have sponsored -most anti-abortion
legislation. In Washington, the Republican ~dministrations
of Reagan and Bush have spearheaded anti-abortion laws
and pushed the Supreme Court to 'ananti-abortioJ}. stance.
Meanwhile, both Reagan and Bush have directly addressed
"right-to-life'~ rallies to encourage the building up of the
right-wing movement. This ,has been part of their over-all
offensive of cut backs, right-wing "monUity,'" and racism
that have brought special harm to working class ,and poor
women.
\

2) Democratic President Jimmy Carterwas an opponent
of abortions. Under his administration the Hyde Aroendment was passed. This banned Federally-funded abortions
for poor and working women. :And it ,gave a green light to
the right-wing anti-abortion movement.
.
For. years following that the Democratic. Party hardly
" uttered a peep in support of abortion rights. It passively
allowed the Reaganites a free hand to build up the antiabortion crusad~. And the House of Representatives, with
its- heavy .D~mocratic Party majorities, was for years on
end the most anti-abortion chamber of Congress. Meanwhile, the Democratic P~rt:y has supported other attacks on

1) To build up the pro-choice movElment-independently
from the capitalist politicians j the union bureaucrats, and
.reformist bigwi~s.
.
2) To condemn all attacks on the movement from the
Republicans and Democrats, and to speak openly to the
masses of supporters of women's rights about the real
.role of the capitalist parties.
'

,

"

3) Tostrengthen the confidence of the clinic defenders
. and women,'s rights activists in their own ability to app~al
to the working majority of this country, and to raise their
cgnsciousness of the damage, done to the movement by
the shackles that the bourgeois politicians would put on
it.

. Oppose the Sabotaging Role
of the Leadership of NOW
Whereas:
1) The National Organization for Women (NOW), while
having many members who are ordinary people, is led and'
dominated by well-off women. Their aim is to get into the
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6) The NOW leaderShip is calling for. an alliance with
corporate board rooms, the halls of government, and the
union bureaucracies. It is for this reason that they want to .population control fo!ces like Zero Population Growth
(ZPG). ZPG is a racist and anti-working class outfit. It,has
keep' the women's movement "respectable," and to limifit
supported
forced sterilization, claiming it is in the best
to mainly the narrow concerns of we1l70ff women. Thus,
interes~ of poor women'. And it demands that government
for example, they campaign for pregnancy 'leave, . but
·force 'be used to restrict, how many children the masses
without pay. They forget about the needs of working cl~ss
women, and ~ell them out in the interests of women from , may have, claiming poverty is due to "over-population"
. instead of capitalist exploitation.
.
the upper crust.
,
The
fact
that
NOW
leaders
seek
allies
with such as
While NOW's activities differ in various cities depending
these, reflects their own bourgeois prejudice against the
on the level of the movement, they were fornied' as a
victims ,of poverty and the peoples of colpr. For example,
libiral bourgeois women's organization nationally, and
NOW leaderS have argued fbr, Medicaid-fun~ed abortions
remain so today. The following characterization" of the
by claiming there would be too many popr without it. '
NOW leaderS reflects the experience of the clinic defense
,movement in a number'of cities ac~oss the country.
'
The fact that the leadership of NOW, and other
bourgeois women's organizations such as NARAL and
2) The NOW leaderShip haS tried to tone down ,the
Planned Parenthood, has publicly condemned militant clinic'
clinic defenses and turn them into passive escort services
actions and issued statements denouncing those involved in
for patients. They have. opposed the shouting 'of militant
them, means that it:is necessary for clinic defenders and
slogans, and raising bannerS and placards, which give a
women's rights activists to respond. Since no self-respecting
conscious political character to tfte acti(:ms against "right~
movement can allow such smears and' slurs to go
to-life" and Bush's ,anti-abortion crusade. They are opposed
to militant action because they want to show the capitalist
unanswer~d, the issues raised by NOW leaders must be'
ruling class that they can hold in bounds the militancy and
aired and answered in full view of the whole country.
anti-establishment ,class feelings of the poor' and, working
Th~.refore, this clinic defense conference r~solves:'
masses.

7)

I

3)The NOW leaderShip calls on thle pro-choice move·',
1) To condemn the political orientation and reformist
ment to give up its oWn actions and, instead, become a , ' tactics of the bourgeois leadership of NOW. It is not a
cheering squad for the police. It is~ev~n pioneering in,the- matter that the NOW leaders are fighting in their way and
use of reactionary laws like RICO against demonstrations,
we in ours. Rather, the path advocated by NOW is
in the name of fighting anti-abortion fanatics. But calling
playing a harmful, undermining role in the entire profor reliance on the police whitewasheS the police harass- 'choice movement.·
ment of pro-choice activists, and clinic patients, and coverS '
up for the police's kid-glove treatment of the anti-abortion
2) To actively oppose-through leaflets, meetings,
fanatics. It is undermining to the militant mov~ment.
discussion and other agitation-the sabotaging tactics of
. the NOW leaders and expose that the reason for NOW's
4) The NOW leaderShip calls for leaving "Operation : tactics lies in its bourg~ois political orientation.
Rescue" arid other "right-to-life" organizations to'do their
dirty work unopposed. NOW leaders have instructed
3) To draw activists who, belong to NOW,but are
activists in the movement to "ignore," "don't respond," and , serious about fighting for a woman's right to choose, into ,
even "avoid eye contact" with the right-wing
anti-abortion ,clinic defenses am;! other progressive actions.
I
fanatics who are attempting to close down the' clinics
through brute force, lies and harassment of female patients. . ,4) At ·the same time, to take part in demonstrations
Refusing to stand up to the right-wing movement only • called by NOW if they have a mass character.. However,
encourages it. If this orientation were followed it would be
the purpose of such, partiCipation should not be to build
the death of the pro-choice movement.
up this pro-capitalist, bourgeois women's trend. Rather,
• participation in NOW actions should be carried out on an
5) The NOW leadership embraces the "pro-choice" : independent political basis, without abandoning criticism
politicians in the Democratic and Republican Parties alike. , of NOW's bourgeois orientation and tactics. ,
They organize rallies-not'to march through the streets
and demand women's rights-only to draw the activists to " 5) To encourage the development of a working
quietly sit at the feet of capitalist politicians and governwomen's movement, which would be based on the
ment bureaucrats. These politicians are more interested in
participati~n and interests of the working. majority as
s~ving their own political careerS-careerS, built on • opposed to NOW, which is based on the aims and
oppressin'g working and poor people at home and abroad
interests of well-off women.
•
-than in fighting ~or the right to choose.
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lack of faith

Militant words, but a,
tn independent struggle

On RWL'sproposed, resolutions fo'r
,the Detroit clinic 'defense conference
I We hope that the national clinic defense conference'
one linkS up with various sections of the population by
will provide a chance for discussion between activists from
promising them the sun, the moon, and the stars. Some
different areas. To contribute to thjs discussion, the Detroit
campus activists in the San Francisco Bay .Area mock this
Branch of the MLP has written some proposed resolutions
method of organizing as "list-ism". And we think that they
have a, point..
I. .
•
for this conference (seepages 4-7).
Earlier, in the March 1 Workers' Advocate we expressed
It doesn't do any good to promise pie-in-the-sky. To link
up with the working masses, one has to build up the
our concerns about the, orientation being put forward by
confidence of the pro-choice activists in their ability to
:those organizing the conference. Since then the Revolutionappeal to the masses. 't'he movement must be oriented to
, aty Workers' League (RWL), which is the main organization promQting the conference, has put forward its prowider agitation at the workplace, communities, and schools.
The value, Of picket signs, leaflets, and other ways of
posed resolutions (dated. March 11). These include a
proposed "principles, of unity and founding statement for the' making clinic defenses into statements to the masses should
national women's, rights organizing committee" and several
be ,brought out... Instead of encouraging an '. attitude of
additional resolutions. We think that these resolutions show sighing for the trade' unions or other large refomust
organi~tions to come over to' the side of the movement,
,the serious ptoblems that we were talking ab<?ut.
The RWL takes part in pro-choice actions and in the pro-choice ,movement itself ha& to become the link
organizing pro-chQice committees. 13u~ it is a reformist , between the, activists and the broadet masses.
organization based on the trotskyist ideology.· It denounces
capitalism in general, denounces the capitalist parties a bit,' . On ttie unlbns
puts forward long, long lists oLgood t!rings, etc. ,But it
, RWL will; presumably, regard tb.e statement that they
longs to link up with the present-d~y·uniOils, reformist-led.
olient the movement toward the left-liberal wing of the
women's organizations, and other reforniist organizations.
Democratic Party as absurd. Don't they include a few
This prevents it from orienting ,the pro-choice movement
words agaiIist both Democrats' and Republicans in their
towards the path of independent political activity;, This even
propos~ ~esolutions? Don't they l.J.ave a resolution "for a
prevents it from proposing such an elementary step as that
mass workers' party" based. on the linions and other large
the conference reply directly to NOW's open attacks on
organizations of the masses?
clinic 'defense and clinic defende~. This prevents it from
But the influence of the Democratic Party among the
dealing with ,many ,of key tasks needed today tQ really link
masses is based precisely on the, vety same unions and
up the clinic defense movement with the working masses.
reformist-led organu.atiQns that RWL regards as the basiS
And this makes the socialist phrases in ill! resolutions tum,
of a "workers' party" and "workers' gov~mment", of the
in practice, into a white~sh of what one Can .expect from
campaign for national health care, of clinic defense, etc.
the present-day union structUres and the\left-liberal section
In their r~olutions, again and again and again RWL
of the Democratic Party; All these, good things it talks
identifies linking up with the workers with forging links
about, from militancy in clinic defense to even a "workers'
with the present-day trade unions. T.b:e idea comes across
government" and freeing ,health care from the "propt
that ,the unions will mobilize the workers, and the other
system", are to be accomplished. by linking with the vety
refornUst-led 'organizati'ons will mobilize the oppressed
pro-establishment forces that' i,nfluence the masses.
nationalities, etc.
'
'
, But the present-day unions are run by a diehard, proUst~lsm
. capitalist, "pro-establisIuD.ent bureauc:racy. They' have,
collaborated with the employers to enforce concessions
RWL's proposed.: "principles of unity" for a national
organization consist solely' of a list of dozens of demands. . upon the workers. They have backed imperialist foreign
Instead of dealing with the issu~ needed to move ,things , .policy. They back the capitalist parties, mainly but not
exclusively the Democratic Party. And they sabotage
forward, it is justa laundty list of what RWL regards' as
militancy and drag their feet even when they are in a
gOQd things.
'
, Wf- don't think that this list is well fOrlnulated, but that 'confrontation with the employers.
The 'role of the unions' is a complex one, and as well
isn't the main pOint. The main issue is that this sort of.list
many youth, activists, and other people in the clinic defense
'isn't what's needed. now. It seems to be part of a view that
>

a
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thus bring really large numbers to the women's movement,
movement don't have first-hand experience with it. Without
as
the unions will bring workers.
c.ollective.action an4 organizations, the workers can't fight
Actually, the NqW leaders never wanted another party.
, the employers, and the capitalists often try to break even
the present tame, pro-imperialist unions. At the same time, . They let this resolution pass only to use it asa mere means
the' unions try their beSt to win ruling class approval, and: of pressure for a better deal with the bourgeois politicians.
As NOW President Molly Yard put it at the time, "I think
even seats on the boards of directors of corporations,by
proving their ability to keep . the workers in line: The , we're sending a m:essage" to the other parties. "You better.
shape up or' we'll ship you out." .
workers, thus, face. not just .the task of organizing in
The RwL resolution states that "Since then [1989 NOW
general, but of building up independent organization to
convention] the NOW leadership has done nothing to
oppose the union bureaucr~cy.
implement the call." But the 1989 convention did not set
In RWL's resolutions the whole criticism of the unions
a militant line, which the NOW leaders refused to follow.
is that "the current misleaders of the unions and
At the 1989 convention; one can recall, the line was set for.
organizations of the oppressed generally oppose the
defending abortion rights in the name of population 'control
creation of a workers' party. They must be challenged and
replaced with rank-and-file militants." (Resolution for a .against the poor.
But RWL seems to have a stereotype. Resolutions from
"Campaign for a mass workers'party in the U.S.", pt. 5)
NOW
or from the unions should be used as the vital
That's all. Why, according
to
this;
these
inisleaders
only
.
\
stepping stones for any activity.
"generally" oppose the creation of a workers' party. So
Thus RWL felt it important to put forward NOW's
when some hacks do say a few words in favor of a "workphrase-mongering
about another party, but doesn't see any
ers' party"; then they must be OK, or at least their idea of
importance in having activists take note of' and reply to
a "workers' party" is OK. Anyway, it doesn't matter,
the NOW leaders' vicious-- attacks on the clinic defense
because the resolution implies that all you have to do is
replace the l e a d e r s . " .
. movement. RWL mainly says that NOW wants to limit the
movement, but it is silent .about the NOW leaders' direct
This doesn't explain what these organizations are really
obstruction of the movement.
doing. It doesn't explain how a whole system of oppression;
Yet the .NOW leaders, along with other bourgeois
including legal sanctions, is in plac~ to keep the unions in
women's organizations, have in the past year viciously
line. It doesn't explain how the reformist unions and other
attacked the clinic defense movement. We have more than
organizations are the mechanism used in practice to keep
once taken it upon ourselves to reply to NOW statements
the masses in line. And it orients one to simply ruiming
and uphold the path of militant opposition against OR and
some alternative candidates in the unions, etc.
the anti-abortion fanatics. We think that the NOW leaders'
The workers have before them the task of developing
truly proletarian organizations to unite them in economic·· cursing against the movement is far more indicative of'
NOW's real role, and of what can be expected from
and political struggles. These organizations will not be
based on the current unions, but will develop in a life-andbourgeois women's organizations than the idea that they
would help form a workers' party.
death struggle against the current union bureaucracies.
Whether the present unions are eventually transformed or.
On militant clinic defense
actually destroyed by the workers and replaced by militant
unions) depends on the course of the struggle.
In the resolutions, RWL calls for militant actions. That's
Sh~uldthere be a reply to NOW?
gOOd, and we hope this militancy is carried out in action.
We think, however, that there are some worrisome flaws'
When ·it comes to women's organizations, the RWL has. in the way RWL formulates the issue of militancy. For one
thing, there has been a good deal of discussion for some
to say something about NOW in ,order to justify proposing
time of what to do if OR does not attempt to close down
the forming of a separate organization. But it says the
minimum. Its statements don't· go much beyond the idea
a clinic, but only har~ses it. The idea has been forward
that one, should then follow the policy of 'fonly escorts'~ or
that NOW fights in its way, and the clinic defenders should
even do nothing. RWL doesn't speak directly to this issue,
fight in their way.
In its paper; RWL also criticizes NOW a bit. But both
and we think that this has allowed the idea of "only
in its paper, and)n its' resolutions, it has the attitude of
escorts" to gain a: certain currency in circles around it..
expecting NOW to do something. In the resolutions, we
As well, RWL's resolutions seem to suggest that militanread the remarkable statement that "the 1989 convention
cy depends on lhe· unions and other reformist-led organizations. In point 5 of the resolution "Defeat 'Operation
of the National Organization for Women (NOW) recognized the reactionary stance on women's rights of both the
Rescue" it says that "The movement must be based on the
Republicans and the Democrats by calling for a women's
unions and· the organizations of the oppressed. It must
organize mass demonstrations and defense guards to drive
political party." The problem, the resolution" goes on to say,
OR away from abortion clinics and demonstrations and
is that NOW won't do anything "to implement the call." It
strikes... ;' And in point 9 of its proposed principl~ of unity,
seems that RWL is· still hoping that NOW will act, and
I
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one reads: "Organize armed self-defense ,committees lInking
the black, Latino and other minority communities to the,
unions." This talk of armed struggle is just militant
posturing, which the proposed organization is not supposed
to take seriously. But it puts forward the attitude that
militancy depends, once again, on the unions. This helps
promote the attitude, wait for, the unions, wait for NOW,
wait for someone else to really bring in the large masses.
This makes militancY into an empty pose, and actually
demoralizes the activists about what can be clone now.
Furthermore, RWL doesn't put forward the methods that
. could be used right away 'to improve the sweep and power
of the pro-choice movement. These methods don't require

waiting for that wonderful 32nd day of March when the
AFL-CIO 'has its second coming., These incliIde bringing
pro-choice agitation directly to the masses of workers, and
not banking on union resolutions. These include strengthening the impact of clinic defense actions by. improving the
use of pickets, leaflets, and other methods of making a
statement to the masses.
"
These are some of the serious problems in RWL's
proposed resolutions for the conference. Let us not wait for
the union leaders or reformist bigshots. Let us have faith
in our own forces and go out and organize the working
masses for women's rights.
_

I

,

Rebel warriors who long for establishment support

Rep and "R,efuse & Resist" are silent·
about NOW's attacks on the movement
I

The group "Refuse & Resist" takes part in clinic
defenses. Last December.c. it held a national conference on
The battle for reproductive rights~where to next? Strategies
for mass resistance. It talked about targeting government
institutions, the churchs etc. But it failed to say it word
about the attacks of the NOW leaders and other bourgeois
liberals against the militant clinic defenders. It didn't say a
word about the class differences between the various forces
on the pro-choice side, and what can be expected of them.
This was no accident. The Revolutionary Communist
Party (RCP) is the most influential force within Refuse &'
Resist. RCP poses as great revolutionaries. It is fond of
various militant slogans. But it is constantly on its knees
before the bourgeois liberals as part of an effort to reach
an alliance with them.

Opposition to fascism Is supposed
to rule out class differences

views about the U.S. Constitution and say that some people
in Refuse & Resist think that it is a guarantee of rights,
while others think it is oppressive. But, Re(use & Resist
stresses, everyone can unite against the current outrages.
The idea seems to be that the differences between liberals
and revolutionaries oilly refer to abstract questions, while
everyone can unite on the practiqll struggle against fascism.
In fact, the political differences with the NOW leaders
and other bourgeois leaders concern such issues as whether.
there should even be militant clinic defenses, And on this,
both;the RCP and Refuse & Resist are silent.

Refuse & Resist's plan of action
The December i8, i989 issue of RCP's newspaper
"Revolutionary Worker" promoted'Refuse & Resist's Plan
of Action for the Battle for Reproductive' Rights which was
presented at the December conference.
This document avoids all mention of NOW and other
liberal women's organizations. Evidently it does not
consider NOW's stand an important issue for the
movement. But in fact NOW's leadership has directed
tirades against the militant activists. They preach the dead
end of working with the police and relying on the courts
and any bourgeois politician who says a word about
abortion rights. .

RCP carries out most of its work in the pro-choice
movement through Refuse & Resist. Although Refuse &
Resist contains people with various views, RCP formed it
ana is the most influential group within, it. And RCP's view
seems to be that opposition to fascist outrages will unite
the workers and liberals in a common struggle. Class
differences are supposed to become irrelevant.,
. Thus RCP and Refuse & Resist may at times appeal to
"outrageous youth and outraged elders", ~t may refer at . Rep Is sl!ent too
times to poorer women, ritinorities, etc. But it does, not.
And RCP is not only silent about NOW in its work in
bring out the different class stands of the working class and
Refuse & Resist, but it also refrains from fighting NOW
the, bourgeqis liberals. Instead, it may refer to different

.
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there issued open denunciations of the activists. What is
in its own newspaper Revolutionary Worl'~r. For example,
needed at this time to bring consciOUsness and clarity to
its November 6, 1989 issue contained a special 48-page
this conflict with NOW, and along with this, to show how
pamphlet on abortion rights (entitled Women are not
to bring the pro-choice movement closer to the working
incubators.,) as a supplement. This pamphlet says nothing
masses.
about the hostile stand of NOW and the bourgeoi,s liberals
towards the militants.
,
Class Analysis
The pamphlet plays down class politics. Oh yes, it is full
of talk about minorities. And it has militant phrases about
Rep's friendly attitude toward the liberals prevents them
"unleash the. fury of women as. a mIghty force for
from agitating on the class basis of the struggle. In theory,
revolution" .. But the only bourgeojs forces it directly;
of course, RCP is all for chlss analysis. Some of their
identifies are the "Christian fascists". Otherwise it is vague,
documents may say some correct. things about the' class
talki,ng at most about the ~'ruling class" ~nd "mainstream
forces in the abortion issue. But in their practical work in
politics". It doesn't even mention who this mainsteam is,
the mov;ement they fear that too much about this will drive '.
and it doesn't talk about the bourgeois liberals. It doesn't
the
liberals away.
even refer specifically to the conservatives, just the
This is reflected in the Refuse & Resist's Plan ofAction, .
"fascists". 1;his presumably is an appeal to the liberalsas it was in the Rep's pamphlet Women are not incubators!
everyone can supposedly oppose the fascists, but opposing
Take; the question of who is behind the "pro-life"
the Democrats and Republicans, well, that's another story.
movement. The Plan confines itself to the statement: "We
RCP apparently thinks that it is enough to say a few
~Il target government institutions, 'bodies, courts and
words against "working within the system" and carry out
politicians who are behind these attacks." All well and \
some actions to be a revolutionary force. They do not see
good. But it's not just a matter of this or that politician
the need to develop the political consciousness of the
or institution. The Plan never explains that the capitalist
masses concerning the class basis of the capitalist offensive
on the masses or concerning the differences within the pro- .. class controls all these fOrces. It never mentions that the
, capitalist class' is behind the anti-women crusade. It eveIi
choice movement.
\
. leaves vague whether it is against all' or some institutions,
\
and if so, which ones.
RCP on the Nov. 11 clinic defense
Indeed the Plan avoids. any political characterization of
In Washington, D.C.
the forces involved in the abortion rights issue. It doesn't
even mention the Bush administration. It makes a complete
Indeed, when they do mention NOW, it may turn out to
be to prettify it. Consider the. Nov. 11 clinic defense in . mystery of who is attacking woinen's rights, and what
stands the politicians are taking.
.
Washington, D.C. This was one of the actions which the
Dodging the question of the class forces involved in. the
NOW leaders tried to squeloh. The NOW leaders assured
one and all that the police would handle everything; they· assault on women's rights makes the ,Plan more palatable
formed a line to prevent- the' mass of activists from getting
to the liberals. Mter all, the liberals. may get mad at this
at 'Operation Rescue (OR); and they denounced the
or that politician or court ruling. But they advocate
reliance on the capitalist institutions overall.
.
militants as allegedly being responsible fonhe clinic being
closed. ($ee "Activlsts defeat 'Vets for Lif~' " in the
In thi$ light it is notable that the Plan fails to say a
December 1989 issue of the Workers' Advocate.)' But
word about the "pro"cholce" Democratic and Republican
politicians. Ulese politicians participate in the capitalist
Revolutionary Worker described ~OW as right in the
forefront of the action. (See, the issue-of November 20, p. , drive to impoverish the working people and have supported
cutbacks in social benefits that affect poor women. They
15)
And at one point, they quote a militant statemt'(nt from . are incapable of a serious fight on behalf of women.
a woman in a South Dakota NOW chapter. In fact, there . Meanwhile NOW wants to convert the women~s movement
were rank-and-file activists around NOW, or who had gone, into a voting machine for these characters. Refuse & Resist
through

NOW

non-violence

training

schools I

who

sympathized with the militants anyway. But this in<;,reases
the importance ot dealing with the stands of the NOW
leadership and explaining the debates that broke out at
the action betw~n NOW and the militants. Instead RCP
hides the treachery of NOW's line from circles around
NOW, and from other activists grOwing discontented with
NOW's policies.
. /'
Thus Rep's prettifying of NOW is especially harmful
cons\dering the present situation a:tp.ong the pro-choice
activists. Militant activists have organized actions that go
beyond the bounds set by NOW, while NOW has here and
'.

may not be excited about campaigning for politicians. Yet

the Plan passes over this issue is silence.

.

On Whose Shoulders Should
the Movement Be Built?
The lack of class analysis alsO' obscures what forces the
women's movement should base itself. on. Instead of
centering attention on the tasks needed to mobilize the
working masses, the Plan only specifically singles out a
desire to "rally and bring fOrWard support from the medical
community and clinic owners and operators.... "
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But already there are a number of cases where clinic
The efforts of the RCP to curry favor with the li~erals
owners have shut down their' clinicS at the flrst sign of ~ is not just some minor flaw. It undermines the whole
pressure from the "pro-life" forces or even threatened to : orientation of the mov~men( It obscures who the
arrest both sides. RCP does' not explain to the activists . ~ovement should target and the tasks necessary- to
what they should really expect from the petty- bourgeo~ : strengthen ,the struggle. No amount of militant phrases can
arid bourgeois sections of the medical community.
, : cover up this political cowardice.
•
j

:

\

, i

Will

p~

support choice?

..

~.:

Now it is true that the liberals only pay lip service to
The right-wing attack on I,abortiori. rights has aroused,
the ,anger of progressive peopl~ across the country. , the demands of working class and poor women. And true
Naturally, one would expect that groups, that consider
again that the liberals oppose a militant flght' against the
anti-abortion forces. '
themselves 'progressive would support the movement to
'
defend the right (0 choose an abortion -right?
But PL is unable to see' any 'further than the ~ourgeois
misleaders. Thus they falsely contend that the "pro-cho,ice
Well, not every l~ftorganization. The Progressive Labor
movement. ..does not address the problems of the working
Party, the self-described "egalitarian communists," is still
class." They ignore' the' fact that the working class and
, ,missing in ,action. They have had virtually no coverage of
poor women will pay the heaviest price if abortion rights
the movement in their newspaper, Challenge, no organized
are curtailed. Moreover, the anti-abortion Crusade is part
presence in the movement, and, no explanation of their
of the whol~ capitalist offensive of war, racism and profltppsition on the question. Their s'elf-imposedexile from the
grabbing:
.
'
movement has even bothered some of their own followers
The workers support abortion rights not because some
who ~gan to write letters to C,hallenge questioning PL's
liberalbigshot told them to, but because they know banning
boycott.- Today, while the movement forges ahead, PL is
abortion will simply add to the cruelties c~pitalism heaps
still mired in a debate amongst themselves over whether to
upon them. The PL article itself concedes "the soundness
support the pro-choice struggle. ,
of the premise that a woman in a modem capitalist society "
PL Co!,,!demns the Mass Movement,
is entitled to an abortion on demand." But then, pray tell,
what is wrong with a struggle to obtaill this entitlement?
What's behindPL's abst~n~ionism is revealed in a
,
,Challenge article of, Dec. 6, 1989 entitled "Pro-life or' Running From Politics ,
choice?: Whei:e should the party stand on abortion?" This
" pi:s stand reflects, their inability to deal with politics,
article was "offered as a kick off point for the formulation
involves the stand of all classes on how society is to
which
of the Party's line on abortion." Despite the 'headline,
be run. Ph is bankrupt in face of the fact that 'different
which makes it appear that' PL isn't eyen sure whether they
class forces, participate in the ,pro-choice movement.
support abortion rights, so far all the articles Challenge has
Evidently, they feel that cursing the, whole movement
published seem to recognize them. But PL isn't sure they
because of "middle -class" participatio~ is sufficient.
should have anything to do with the struggle to' defend
But different classes in societY~inevitably express their
these rights. The article shows that PL's sectarian stand
stand
OIlflll important issues. One would think _that sotoward the struggle is based oh the idea that the'movement
called Marxists like PL would understand this ABC of
should be condemned because, the bourgeois liberals are
political life. Mer all, the women's movement is not the
influential in it.
only one with bourgeois and petty-bourgeois influences in
The article states: "The absence of a Party stance on the
it. The' anti-racist struggle has its NAACP's and SCLC's.
abortion question is harmful because It leaves a choiCe
Bourgeois influence is carried into the workers' economic
~tween the pro-choice movement; which is broadbased
only among the middle class in the U.S" and does not, struggle by the -sellout trade union bureaucrats. And the
powerful- movement . against the Vietnam war had to
address the problems of the working class, espet:ially
contend with many liberals who sought to keep, the masses
minorities, or the pro-life !antj-abortion) movement which
from breaking with imperialism.
has the pot~ntial of turning into a mass fascist movement."
, Following PL's logic, all political struggles would have
(Challenge, Dec. 6, 1989; p.9)
to be dismissed as worthless while the activists sit on their
This 'statement demonstrates' that PL equates the
hands waiting 'for the immaculate "pure" 'Yorkers' struggle
abortio~ rights, movement with the bourgeois stand of the
to
magically appear. ofcourse PL isn't completely consist'
liberals, such as the NOW leaders.
" ent, and, they haven't abandoned agitation on all political
,/

,I

/
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issues. But PL's inability to deal with political trends in the
mass movement explains whY;- even when PL does decide
to grace the mass movement with· their presence, they are
notorious for their sectarianism. For one thing, they usually
boycott the general movement ~veIi.. on the issues they are
'concerned with, and typically restrict ,their participation to
, those actipns which they themselves hav~ organized or
,dominate.
The fact that various classes appear in a movement
should not mean running. away in horror. The revolutionary.
proletariat. must take its' own class starid into tJ:le..-move-·
ment. It should use the presence of different classes in the
movement to gain experience in fighting the hostile stands
of the bourgeo~ leaders and strata.
As well" the workers must take into account" that
capitalist oppression adverselyaffectsvariousnon-proletarian. strata and ,pushes them into struggle. PL implies that
there is som,etJIing awful. abolit this. But class-conscious
workers need experience in rallying other oppressed and
exploited· elements around themselves. It is necessary to
gain experience' in judging the stands of other sections of
.the masses, to learn which sections are serious and how far
they will .go, and to gain a picture of their. vacillations in
. the face of the bourgeoisie. This is vital political exp~ri
ence, and it provideS the workers an opportunity to
influence whatever other elements are honest and alive in
this country.
PL Undermines the Worker's'
Political Experience

express their political stands even more .Insistently. If PL
can't deal with such a relatively straightforward issue as
combating tJie bourgeois liberals while working within the
pro-choice m9vement, thert how will they deal with the far
more complex questions posed during a revolution?
It seems that PL doesn't know how to fight opportunism.
Sectarian sqeams against the movement, no matter how
blood-curdling, have nothing, to do with undermining
bourgeois influence and fighting opportunism. It is necessary to be able tb-'counterpose the politics of the working
class on women's rights to that of the bourgeoisie.
In this light, PL's comp~aints that the workers are not
sufficiently present in the pro-choice movement ring quite
hollow. They complam that the workers' don't dominate
this political conflict, instead of helping to rally them. into
.political activitY. The MLP too wishes the weight of the
~ workers in the pro-choice movement was stronger. But we'
don't believe the issue is solved by stomping one's feet up
and down: until the other strata go home. Instead we
.i advocate agitation am,ong the workers to bring them into
'the battle, and we encourage the movement activists .to
! orient themselves toward the workers and poor.
It should be noted that. PL's statements 'like the pro:
: choice movement "is broadbased only among the middle
: class" creates l! false impression. Numbers of workers and
: ~r participate in the movement. And there j.s. Wide
: ihterest· in defending abortion rights among the workers
who are not yet active in' this struggle. PL's description of
the movement merely serves as another excuse for their
own inaction.

-

,

PL Cloaks their S~Cb!.rianism behind the rhetoric of
PL Plays Into th~ Hands of .
defending the interests of the workers. But building a, : tile bourge<?ls, liberals / '
revolutionary workers movement requires that in addition.·
'to fighting· for their particular economic demands, the
PL presents their p~licy as the fiercest opposition to the
workers must learn where they stand in relation to all other . liberals such as NOW. But in fact their sectarian stand
classes in society. They must learn how to lead all the
toward the ~ovement plays right into the 'liberals' hands ..
. oppressed sections of the popuhltion to victory over the
If it were adopted by class-conscious workers and revolucapitalists. PL'sattitude actually hinders, the necessary
tion.ary a<;tivists, it would help the Democratic Party appear
political training of the workers. It betrays a very narrow
before the masses as the champion of women, and provide
.
notion of the workers' movement.'
the bourgeois women's leaders a free-hand to push their
This political experience is never more important than
rot~en views against any militancy. It means doing nothing .
in a revolution, itself. When a revolutionary crisis matures,
to utilize the ma,ss interest in. this struggle to organize an r
will the liberals and. reformists and bourgeois elements
independent political movement of the wQrking class
magically disappear? o~ the contrary, all the classes ~l
•
separate'from and agaillst the bOl;1rgeois politicians.

,
,

'

'

\

•
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WWP defend~ C~auses~u's revisionist,
anti-woman tyranny as '~socialismn
Reformism removes the sense of ~hame. The Workers
World .Partyis a reformist organization which claims to
support women's -tights. Yet it defends the revisionist
tyranny of Ceausescu which waS overthrown this past
December; It wastes its loyalty on Ceausescu, who enforced
a notoriously brutal anti-abortion policy in the midst of'
extreme austerity conditions.
The WWPhas even gone on the warpath in support of
Ceausescu, and of the other unpopular, revisionist regimes
which have fallen all over Eastern Europe. In issue after
issue 'of its paper, and i:p. its recently issued #3 of its
theoretical journal Liberation, it defends the Ceausescu rule
of a privileged few. The hatred for Ceausescu was allegedly
just the work of the worst dregs of society: fasCists, antisemites, CIA agents, etc.
.
According to WWP, it doesn't matter that the regime
took pro-imperialist stands, imposed unpopular austerity on
the workers to pay back its foreign loans, oppressed the
m1tional minorities, or brought misery to. women. But since
the army· eventually joined in overthrowing Ceausescu,
WWP does condemn it. Indeed, WWP's. defense of the
regime consists of exaggerating hoW bad ,the Romanian
army was, and accusingit of being fascist dregs from World
War II. How, if Ceausescu was a socialist, Romania could
have had a fascist army for almost half a century, is WWP
theoretician Sam Marcy's little secret..
All that matters to.WWP was that Romania had nationalized, industry. It doesn't matter to WWP that the workers
weren't running either t~e stateqrthe state-owned indus!
/
try.
Nationalizatipn by itself does not mean that a cou~try

is socialist, or that its economy issocialist. Nationalization
means that the state runs the enterprise. The content of
nationalization, th~refore, depends on which class runs the
state and how it runs the state. Most Western-style capitalist governments have nationalized a substantial part of their
.economy (most industrialized capitalist countries have, in .
fact, far larger state sectors than the U.S.). The revisioniststyle' capitalist countries have much larger state sectors,'
which can include basically all industry. But they also had
a ruling boUrgeoisie which runs the state and the economy.
The reyisionist state-economy is somewhat different from'
Western-style economy. But the creation of Western-style
economies is not the replacemeht of socialism 'by capitalism, but of one form of capitalism by another. During this
replacement, throughout e~stern Europe, the working class
is going to be squeezed very hard. But if the path forward
is not' the Western-style market economy, it is not
restoration of the old revisionist economy either.
Socialism and women's. rights

In the February issue of the Workers' Advocate we
contrasted the' stand of the revisionism towards women's
rights with the stand of communism. We showed that
neither Ceausescu's anti-abortion tyranny, nor the reliance
on abortion as the main birth control method which takes
place in a number' of revisionist countries, have anything
. to do' with the stand taken by Bolsheviks in the days when
the Soviet Union was still socialist,
Shame on WWP for whitewashing the Ceausescu
tyranny!
•
I:'

,
. !

\
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From "New York Work~rs' Voice"
.The following articles are from the March 5 issue of
New York Workers' Voice, paper of .the MLP-NY, which
also contained the further article on the Nicaraguan'
elections "No victory for the working people of,
Nicaragua" and a second article on the situation facing
the transit workers.
.

Why the Sandinistas lost
the election
SandiniSta supporters are at a loss to ~lain their defeat
at the hands. of the reactionary UNO coalition. But given
the history of their rule, it is not so surprising.
.
Throughout their rule, the Sandinistas have tried to
conciliate the local business elite and their American
capitalist backers. Their program for developing Nicaragua
always depended on their investments and goodwill. The
Sandinistas wanted a niiddle path, a system of so-called
"mixed economy." They wan.ted capitalism, but without the
excesses, without the extreme exploitation of the pOOl:
which prevailed under Somoza.
_
And for a while, it worked. They_prevented the workers
and poor from goipg "too far." They stopped land seizures
by poor landless peasants, arid they repressed workers'
attempts at achieving a mearore of control over their work
places. And in fact, Marxist-Leninists and other militant
workers were jailed in these actions. But on the other hand
they launched successful campaigns against illiteracy and to
develop a wide health network serving the working people.
Therefore, overall, .in the early '80s, the Sandinistas
remained an immensely popular force among the working
~ple.
'
But the local capitalists and the U.S. government wanted
to rule Nicaragua without the Sandinistas, and they did not
care for any of their reforms either. A severe economic
crisis hit all of Latin America during the '80s. And for
Nicaragua, this was ~ggravated by internal· economic
sabotage on the part of the rich local businessmen and by'
an economic embargo and the contra war imposed by the
U.S. government".
And from here on the Sandinistas began a long march
backwards. Since funds were needed to 'give investment
incentives to the businessmen, less and less was allotted
for education, health, for the poor. While the businessmen
were guaranteed labor peace, plus favorable exchange rates
for importing goods,the masses of working people were
asked for ever greater sacrifices and belt-tightening in order
to save the revolution. In a word, the rich got richer and
the poor poorer.
Today, even before the new government takes over,
Nicaragua looks much like any "other Central American
country: the rich ride fancy new cars while the children of
workers beg barefoot in the streets:' Meanwhile, the

educational system is once again horrendous, and medicines .
are once more out of reach for the impoverished majority
of the people.
.
,
. Today the Sandinista experiment with a "humane" sort
of capitalism has failed. They were not able to break the
hold of the rich capitalists, and of imperialist domination
by the U.S., without taking radical measures against these
forces.
Little by little, the Sandinistas had bartered away most
of the gains of the revolution. And the masses had been
I e:rltausted by years of war and economic austerity. They
no longer saw light at the end of the Sandinista tunnel.
And:they lost their-reason for supporting the Sandinistas.
The working class and poor peasantry in Nicaragua now
are faced with waging their struggle under new conditions.
. And inevitably they must attempt to take power into their
hands once more. This next time; however, they must not
place their hopes on forces seeking a middle road. Today
in that country, only the Marxist-Leninist Party of Nicaragua (MAP/M-L) stands for truly socialist measures, only
this party is willing to break with capitalism. This is the
alternative the working people must build up and fight for
in Nicaragua.
•

Postal accident policy:
blame the victim
Two - cases, both of which received national media
attention, illustrate the Postal Service's policy on accidents
and safety.
* Case I:
Last December, a carrier working his route in Ladi, New
Jersey broke down a door to rescue two children from their
burning home. In doing so, he injured his shoulder. Guess
what? He was sent a form letter" reprimanding him. Signed"
by the local postmaster, the letter states,' "It is my
responsibility to provide safe working conditions and to
develop a safe work force. It is your responsibility to
adhere to safe work practices."
Case II:
'two years earlier, this time in Satellite Beach, Florida,
a carrier stopped a rolling car from hitting an elderly
woman and some nearby ghs pumps. Nevertheless, he
injured his leg, elbow and ribs in the process. You already
know what came next! He was written up for committing
an "unsafe act". It took regional management to strike out
this letter of warning.
Naturally, management couldn't help but be embarrassed
by all the media attention and in both cases ended up
apologizing. Still, both cases show something postal workers
throughout the country are all too familiar with: in the
Post Office, if a worker reports an accidental injury on the
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job, he or· she can expect harassment, intimidation and
In transit
often a disciplinary write-up, for I good' measure.
.
Management's reaction is totally automatic. • .
In the electric bench, CMEs turned back a Transit
To what end does the USPS [US Posta~ Service] insist
Authority (TA) attempt to force them to teach Car Mainon always blaming the ,victim? Simple. It is cheaper that
tainer Trainees (CMTs) to strip, repair and rebuild door
way. If the injured employee is to blame, then the Post
operators: CMT instruction is supposed by be handled by
Office is blameless. And if the threat of disciplinary action.
MSIIs , but the TA
. wanted the CMEs to do the job instead
hangs over the workers' heads, they will be less .likely to
-at maintainer's wages, of course.
report the accidents in the first place. Why, the Postal
Mter vainly waiting two days for the union shop
Service's safety record will be good! Then they can turn
committee to come investigate, the CMEs-to a manaround and cover over problems with little "safety talks",
refused to do this training. A number of them also wrote
instead of taking real, and perhaps costly, measures to
a letter to Car Maintenance VP Moneheim threatening to
correct safety problems. And they can avoid any compennotify the Inspector General. This caused. the TA to back
sation costs, including granting limited duty status to
off their demand..
employees.
Notably, this victory was won in spite of the union
This policy exists because the Post Office is run. Qn a
bureaucrats. One worker's characterization was that the
capjtaJist basis, where minimizing costs and maximizing the
TWU honchos had already cut a deal with the TA on
productivity of the workers is the first and" last principle.
CMT instruction and were' angry when CMEs dared' to
Cruel as this pOlicy is, it can be found throughout capitalist
protest.
•
society,
particularly in more hazardous
work places.
•
.
I
I

From "Boston Worker"
Below are excerpts from articles from the March 3 issue
of Boston Worker, voice of the MLP-Boston. It also
contained other articles. One was on the results of the
Nicaraguan elections. The other .denounced the Boston
transit authority management for using job combinations
to speed up work and eliminate jobs, and it condemned
the refusal of the transit union leaders to do anything
about it

More on Drug testing
In January a Federal COurt in Washington barred the
Bush administration froIn going ahead with random drug
testing of urban transit workers around the country. But
this reprieve is only partial and temporary. The court
permitted the random drug testing of 4 million other
transportation workers. In addition the testing of urban
transit' workers was barred <;mly on a small technicality
which the Washington bureaucrats are moving to flX.
Meanwhile the T is. drug testing people after. every
accident even after such minor things as Green Line
derailm~nts and at annual physicals, and suspending or
. firing people wHo- test positive. So it is clear that drug
testing as a means of intimidating the work force· has not
"
gone away as an issue. .
Some workers think, "Well this really doesn't affect me,
I don't use drugs anyhow." But this thinking is wrong. A

scandal that broke out last Irlonth over the drug testing
program on the New York City transit syste~ shows just
how dangerous and arbitrary drug testing can be.
. For several years now the New York Transit Authority
has been forcing workers to submit to drug testing on the
order of a supervisor, after a personal. injury or when
returning from work after bei,ng out sick for three wee~
or more. But in January the New York State Inspector
General reported that the lab that does the drug testing
for the New York Transit Authority gave the wrong
answers on six out of 11 undercover test samples sent to
them. That's an error rate of 55 percent. And yet based on
results from this lab 614 workers were suspended or fired
in the last two· years! But there is more. This is not the
first time the New YorkTransit Authority's drug program
has been~xposed. A court had to throw out all the drug
test suspensions and firings for the year of 1984 because
. the Transit authority's lab was only performing one of two
required drug tests' and showin~ false p~siti,:es for such
things as Advil. When you have maccuracles h~e that you
can only conclude that intimidation, not safety, IS what the
management and the government have in mind. And in fact
New York Worker's Voice (paper of the NY Branch of the
MLP) reports that the Transit Authority regularly us~ th~
. threat of drug testing to .force track crew to work m the
rain, and to intimidate workers from taking time off for
personal injury accidents.
Workers, we must· continue to organize for mass
. opposition to drug testing.

....
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"Pro-Lif~"Bush's

on Child Care

New Tax

are forced to make all kinds of ad hoc, unsatisfactory and
expensive arrangements for their children. It is time for the,
working people of this country to say: "We demand better
for our children." We must build up 'the mass struggle to
force the employers and the government to provide lowcost day-care centers at the workpJaces and in the commtinities. We must demand vastly expanded after-school
programs for our children. This is no longer the 19th
.century. The vast majority of mothers work. This is a
progressive development which draws wome~ into expanded
social and political life and makes t.qema key part of the
working class. But if the capitalist economy needs women
to work outside the ho~e, ought it not be forced to
provide a decent 'child care system for their children? •

Any working couple with children or any single working
mother who has filled out their lRS tax form is aware of
a new take back by the Bush regime. Under the new
regulations only child care payments for children under 13
count for the small child-cilre tax credit that the government allows working people. But on top of this you must
now provide the social security number of the person who
provides your child's day-care.
,
Four out five working mothers are unable to afford or
get their children into licensed day care centers and must
rely on relatives or neighbors to care for thyiichildreil.
,
Most of these day care providers do. not declare this
Support 'the Greyhound Strikers!
income to the ,government to be taxed because they can't
afford to pay the taxes or because to do ,so may jeopardi,ze'
The Greyhound bus drivers are on strike. They 'are
their welfare payments. The new IRS rule forces parents
striking
against wage offers that leave them 16 per cent
to either trim in their day care provider to the government
the
wages they made in 1986 (30 per cent including
behind
or pay an additional $500 to $800 in taxes. Could there be
inflation)!
They
are also striking against Greyhound'spians
. a more divisive 'way of making child care more expensive
_to contract out bus lines to non-union bus .. companies.
and more difHcult to obtain?
.
M.e~dy in the la~t 6 years over 1/3 of their jobs have been
Remember the presidential election campaign. Bush
ehmma~ed. greyhound workers are fighting for their jobs
promised more tax credits for low income families to, help
and
a lIvable wage.
..
with the high cost of child care. The Democrats promised
.
The
Greyhound;
capitalists
haye
billions
of dollars. But
.subsidies to day care centers. to reduce the cost. B~tJ what
rather
.than
pay
the
workers,
a'
decent
wage,
they are
happened? After the elections Congress politely debated
detyrmmed
to
break
the
I workers. They are trying to hire
both plans and decided to give no money because they
and ~se scabs. Tb'e' government is helping Greyhound by
couldn't agree on either plan. And of course now we see
sendmg large forces of police to intimidate strikers so
Bush's real plan -increase the burden of childcare on
Greyhoulld's management can run a scab operation in the
working women.
'.
coming
weeks. On the first day of the. strike, [Boston
,Bush's new child care tax rule is a big exposure of
Mayor]
Flynn sent a wh61e sguadron' of police Ito the
hypocrisy of the "pro-life" anti-abortion movement of the.
st~tion
as
a show of force against a dozen picketers.
rich. Bush claims that he is' "pro-life" because he wants to
In
1983
Greyhound and the government tried to do the
take away wOI)1en'[ right to have legal abortions. But
everything \he does makes life more difficult for the born . same thing. But at that time hundreds of angry workers
,from many unions gathered in every major city around the,
children.
'
count,ry and confronted, disrupted and often stopped the .
The child care situation in this country is a disgrace.
scab
opera~on. T~is mass struggle is what forced Grey- ,
The majority of women with even very small children are
hound
to glve\up Its plans to Patco-ize its 'workforce. We
forced to work to make ends meet. And yet the rich who
must
be
prepared to do the same thing again. We cannot
profit from these working women do not want to give up
let
the
rich
pick us off on~ small group of workers at a
.even a part of this profit to provide decent, organized child
time.
.
•
care for their workers' children. And so millions of people
'/

----.
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One-third' of the department's' em,ployees written up

. 'Defend our sick-leave rights!
, The following leaflet was produced by a group of rankand-file postal workers at the Richmond bulk mail facility
in the Sal') Francisco Bay Area. ~t was sent to us by a
"reader.

.

grieve the case, she will remove the action if you post 6
months of perfect attendance. First, th~s deal allows an
illegitimate action to, get a foot in your file. Then it
presents you 'Yith a nearly impossible task to fulfill (and
many who took this deal have had to ~erve their
,suspensions within a month fdllowing a single tardy). But,
, more importantly, what does this deal mean when you get
sick? It means you either have to jeopardize your job to
.come to 'work· sick, jeQpardizing your health and that of
others. YOU HAVE' LOST YOUR SICK-LEAVE
RIGHTS! Besides the patent illegality of this deal, it Is 'the
viCiousness of forcing one to choose between 'livelihood and
health which is remarkable. Perhaps Dickens wants us to
end up like" the postal worker in Philadelphia, Pa. who,
faced with such a choice due to management harassment,
came to work sic~ and died on the job. [This leaflet also
,
contained an article on this.]

Since early December, the BMC [bulk mail center]".
managers have accelerated their vicious call1paign of firings,'
suspensions and other disciplinary actIons against the
;-employees over the issue of attendance. Iv. Out1;ound
North, T-2, 10 of. 30 units regulars have received',
suspensions or letters of warning, while over in Outbound",
South, T-2, over one-third have been,disciplined-including'
firings-in the past month alone!
The recent write-ups mark ··a definite escalation of
management's attack on our sick-leave (SL),and emergency
. annual-leave (EAL) rights. While before there were definite
guidelines so thaf an employee at least knew where he,
stood, the last three years has seen management' first
A national campaign
encroach on the guidelines, and then trasn tht<~ altogether.
Now, write-ups are arbitrary, with each month seeing a new
tightening . of the invisible guidelines. The, folloWing ,
If you've been reading the 1"Frank Talk" letters sent to
examples of recent write-ups illustrate:.
'
' ,
our homes by the 'Postmaster General [Anthony Frank], it
1) One employee was discipline9 for three sick calls, tWo
can be seen that the recent escalatipn in write-ups is just
a part of an over-all productivity drive being organized by
tardies, and one EAL (8 hours)" avera 7-month period.
Never mind that he 'had a clean record the preceding 5' the USPS [u.s. Postal Service] nationally. Like the raid on
months, this man has saved over 300 hours of SL in only ,the 5-minute leeway [in clocking in, being denied despite
4 years! And yet, using jus~ 24 of the 104 hours he earne4
its guarantee by the contract}, like the on-going attack on
" in 1989, he got discipli!led! They may give us 104 hou~,
the injured workers on light-!iuty, like the steady reduction
' i n staff in unit after unit, the attack on--our sick-leave rights
" but we're sure not allowed to use them.
\, 2) One man was suspended for 7 gays for "unscheduled, is aimed afsqueezing more profit out of each employee. It
absenceS." One of the charges was for emergency annual
is also ~ cornerstone of the drive to achieve "attrition"
leave taken to sit with his dying father, and another tobury
through la:rge-scale firings-with the firings aimed first and
him. Apparently, the BMC bosses are so callous .that they
foremost at the higher-paid, high-seniority employees.
, won't l~t you bury your parents withou! ma}dng you fight
Further., it seeks to saddle a large section of workers with
so many suspensions that they will have little choice but to
for your job when you return.
3) A third employee was fired for hurting his back. After
submit to every new measure of the 'speed-up.
spending,,31/z weeks af home with a back injury, calling in
twice, and fully documenting the illness, he was summarily
Union treachery
fired, told by Tour Superintendent Don Engqvist, "Don't lie
to me, Kaiser~doctors will 'write anything you want." And
,
The sad truth is that the union bureaucrats have been
this despite the fact that their own, doctor had told them
indispensable partners in the attack on our sick-leave rights:
he shouldn't be at work at all.
To smooth the way for management's productiVity drive,
These examples show that while our sicl:c-leave rights are
the postal unions. have entered into an agreement with
"guaranteed" in the contract, BMC management is hellmanagement to subvert the grievance procedure as set forth
bent on eli,miriating them in practice. Write-ups fo'r good
in the contract. As reported in the San Francisco Chronicle
records, for deaths in the family, fdr documented illnesses
ori 7/9/89, at least one union has formally agreed with the
'
-:-these attacks threaten us all.
USPS on a national level to "reduce the number of
A particularly brazen example is being pioneered on
grievances reaching regional arb~tration ~y at least one. OBN by Supervisor of Mails Joanne Dickens. After issuing
attendance write-ups that cannot stand on their OWn, she
half."
The results of tbIs agreement are obvious in the BMC;
lias been offeri:qg- a "deal", that if you promise not to
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where the Mailhandlers' Uirion has gO!le ,from bad to .
worse. It is often the feeling now that there is no shop :
steward' that can be trusted. They try every trick in the:
book to prevent or derail grievances. First, they try to talk
you out of it-that you.could lose, it would take too long,
tb.at your record's bad anyway. If that doesn't ~ork, they
don't hesitate to .throw a grievance in the garbage, and
then. hide from the employee for weeks. During ·the last
routid of write-ups before Christmas, one enterprising shop
steward collected a pandfulofgrievances and,. without
telling anyone, went on a' pre-planned, three-week trip to
Hawaii, leaving his grievants up the creete. In fact, the 'shop
stewards have resorted to systematic lying about the'
progrf?Ss of grievances, about step hearin~, bargaining'
",
. 'IJ.
sessions, etc.
Now, going a step further, the Mailhandlers' Union, in
going along with the "perfect attendance deal," is pushing
deals outside of the: grievance procedure entirely. These
are, in effect, pre-grievance deals. As well, the "last chance
deal," offered right before people are fired, includes a
promise not to grieve their upcoming fIring! Clearly tl.J.e
union is going along with and encouraging' the dismantli~g
of the grievance procedure and the recent Write-ups-are the
'
fruit of this treachery.

Our defense lies In rank~and-flle action
These outrageous attacks on our sick-leave rights show
that the productivity drive of the USPS will not let us live
and work in peace. They show 'that .the attacks·' will
accel~rate, and that they must be. fought. And they show
that we cannot rely on the unions' to protect our :r.ghts, .as
the dozens of us already fired have found out, It is going
to. take .~he action of ~;" the rank and file, to defend our
·!iv'eljpood.
'
The BMC workers must demand .lair and consistent
attendance guidelines. Denounce and spread Jthe word
about the "pre-grievance" deals. If you do' receive' ,a
disciplinary action, insist on filing (in writing"":'get a copy)
a grievance form. Demand to be present at the step' 2
hearing, and. be sure to get a topy of the ,~eit1ement. It is
worth considering the fact that when a mailhandler opposed
the "perfect attendance deal" and made it clear he would·
fight with all 'available means, manag~ment gave in,
rewQrding. the deal to "acceptable attendance," ~ter the
word. of this spread, several more workers. demanded nb
. "perfect attendance" ,clauses, and they won this point as
well.!
•

Th,e Great Califo.rnia Malathion War
Ex~erpted from a leaflet by "the LA: SupporterS 'of the
Marxist-Leninist Party/~ 200 of which were distributed in a
protest meeting on March 4 in Burbank. .

pesticide.derivative of immune and nervous, system poisons
developed for 'chemical warfare by nazi Germany during
World War II. Spraying malathion in a city-with h~vy air
polluti()n, like LA, is very' dangerous, having yes~ '~killing
. power!" Malathion can cause cancer, birth defects and
Southern California is being invaded, not by the medfly,
genetic changes. How many children will be'oom with birth.
but rather by an aerial armada of helicopters spraying··the
defects from. this repeated mass spraying? Many people
state's residents with the dangerous toxic, chemical, 'the
reported illnesses. after the sprayings. And where, oh where
pesticide malathion. We, the people, are forced into the
is "oux:" dear E.P.A, the Environmental Protection
'trenches to fight The Great Malathion War against' our
Agency? Really now.' E.P.A, should .more honestly be'
deadly class enemy, the' chemical/agribusiness complex and, , ~amed Every Polluters Assistance and/or Every Pesticide
their political stooges in both the Republican and Demo-' Approved!
cratic parties from governor Dirty Duke on down to the
In the face of a rising 'tide of militant protests by the
local political hacks of the ruling class .exploiters. The
people against the toxic spraying, the political smoothies .
despicable ruling establishment has declared open cb.emical
are going into action' to head it off. They will try' to
. warfare on the people of California, all in the guise of smother these direct actions with their wet bl,ankets of false
wiping out that nasty ole medfly. Never mind that the
concern and ptomisesto conduct yet another 'study or to
people affected were not c()nsulted or· given a democratic . me yet another lawsuit in courts which consistently find'
voice or choice in these important matters. No, /tell not The
that the public interest must take a back seat to corporate
profit interests. Meanwhile, the spraying continues unabatdecisions were made diCtatorially and' undemocratically by
ed.
state bureaucrats and representativ& of big agribusiness
interests. The people, meanwhile, get to serve as g1:linea
We must issue a resounding no! to thes.e stonewaIIing
Pigs for these malathion spraying experiments.
' . and Ilelaying tactics and. continue to build' militant mass
protests, pickets, demonstrations and other direct actions
So why all the hue and cry .against malathion spraying?
against this latest criminal poisoning of 'our environment.
Well, for starts" now hear this. Malathion is a toxic
/"
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Rallies of Boeing engineers ·~orce
improveme'nt in contract
The seven-week strike of 58,000 Boeing production
)Vorkers last fall caused a stir among BOying's office
workers,' technical workerS and engineers.
.
Results of the strike

immediately returned to their/cozy class collaboration with
Boeing, and even stepped up their hand-holding with
management. There are all sorts of new labor-management
cooperative committees and programs ill the contract, to
the tone of millionS' of dollars. This shows the outbreak of
struggle does not 'change the nature of the union bureaucracy, nor does it automatically solve' the problem of
exposing the union· bureaucrats, but it is necessary to
continue conscious agitation about the union hacks, as was
.done in the MLP leaflets.

The Marxist-Leninist Party had worked diligently to
prepare conditions for the strike, and to support it when it
broke opt Leaflet after leaflet spoke to the workers'
grievances, and rallied the workers' against the obstruction
of the union bureaucrats. Some, of these leaflets appel;lred
After 'the strike
in the Sept: 19 and Oct. 15 issues of the S¥Pplement, while
repor:.ts on the strike appeared in the November~ and
December jssues of the Workers'Advocate. The sUInmation
Mter the production workers' strike, Boeing didn't
become civilized. It set out to cut the wages of other
in the December issue pointed out how the Internuitional
employees. In December, it pushed through a pay-cutting
Association of Machinist (lAM) bureaucrats finally succeeded in stopping the strike, at a time when the strike .' contract for the more than 13,000 technical workers. The
was badly hurting Boeing's production and cash reserves · union leaders of the SPEEA sneaked this by the techs by
not mentioning there were new concessions In the deal.
and the workers were in a favorable position 10 win more
In January, Boeing imposed the same wage cuts on its
of their demands for restor5ltion of their pay after years of
15,000 general office workers. They are not in a union.
concessions, for eliminating the system of promotion by
favoritism,and for an end to the barbaric ·overtime.
Among the engineers. t
Later information showed that the workers had, however,
achieved quite a. bit by striking. The production workers
But when Boeing tried the same thing on 15,000
won a pay increase, with the lower grades winning from
$.96 to $1.15 per hours, and mandatory overtime was cut
unionized,engineex:S, it ran into trouble. The engineers
rejected the contract by 69%. Boeing then stonewalled
from four consecutive weekends to a still outrageous two.
lt also turned ,out that the lAM union leaders had made. a
them,claiming the original offer was fine. But rank-andfile· engin~rs, especially' from the lower paid section,
secret offer to Boeing just before the contract eXpiration
that was actually less than the overage wage/bonus settle- ' · protested. About 100 picketed Boeing on January 19, many
calling for a strike.
'ment eventually gained .and would have allowed more
Boeing jumped back into 'bargaining iriunediately and
, overtime as well. (This was revealed after the sti:ike by
Business Week:) .
.
upped the pay offer. Engineers continued their protests. On
January 31, over 200 rallied in front of Boeing headquarters
, Thus, despite the premature ending of th~ strike through
denouncing the new offer., However, the SPEEA union
abandoning the workers' strike aims, the workers' had
leaderS lavished praise 'on Boeing's proposal, and ordered
nevertheless achieved a partial victory.
,
The strike showed that there were crack$ in the pro~ .engineers 'to stay away from the protesters. The contract
was eventually passed, put 35% of the, engineers voted '
company ideology that is heavily spread at Boeing. ,And it
against it. '
'
served as an example of what workers' struggle could
The Marxist-Leninist Party was active in encouraging the
achieve: If the workers had just sat, on their hands, they
ferment among o,(fice workers, technical workers and the
would have had another conce~sions settlement. Instead the
engineers. It put out a leaflet on December 10 calling for
strike raise4 expectations ampng·some other sections of the
union
and nonunion employees to unite, and for production
Seattle.
.
,working class
,
workers
support them, in a fight to force decent wage
The communist agitation before and during the strike
increases and cost-of-living increases out of Boeing. On
also promoted interest in,the MLP's class stands, and
helped increase the circulation of communist literature. At · ,January 29, it put out another leaflet calling for,workers to
join the demonstration. at Boeing headquarters and dethe Same time the lAM bureaucrats also gained some
prestige 'from-the strike, because they had allowed some . novncing the wage cuts imposed on the general office and
technical new hires. Below we reprint excerpts from that
r()()m for the struggle, although they had acted treacherousleaflet.
'
ly towards it. Of course, after' the strike,. the rAM leaders
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Vote Down Boeing's Latest Insult!
,Engineers need Wage Increases
andCOLA

...

•

Condemn~theWage

Cuts Imposed on
,
,'Technical and General Office
New Hires

Last Wednesday, Janu~ry 24,' Boeing made a new
contract 'proposal for the 15,000 engineers. The first
The new contract accepted by technical workers last
proposal, which was rejected by 69% of the engineers who
December elimiilated the automatic progression raises for
voted, contained no wage increase or bonus in the second
all nyW hires. Under the old contract, new hires received
and third years and no COlA. Now Boeing proposes to
a $600 increase in their yearly salary at the end of each of
add bonuses of 5% and 4% for the second and third years,
their first two years. Now these raises have been elimibut refuses any general wage increases then and no COLA
nated, and new hires are instead, eligible for selective
at all.
~
At the current inflation rate of 4.5%, and without adding , iilcreases. These raises are not guaranteed but are handed
any selective ("merit") raises, Boeing's new proposal would
out at the whim of supervision. This concession will cut the
wage levels of the majority of new techs from their second
'mean a 5% cut in total wage and bonus pay relative to
inflation at the end of three years., What effect do the
year on. It will also tend to lower the total amount of
selective raises have? Over the previous three-year cQntract,
selective raises given to pigher seniority techs by spreading
the average engineer received three selective raises, and ' the selective pool over a large number of ultra-low paid
workers.
44% of' the engineers failed to keep up with inflation.
Boeing imposed the same wage cuts on the general
Thus, at best, the new proposal would mean that only a
office workers on January 2.
small minority, chosen at the whim of supervision, would
Just how much money do these workers make so that
see any significant raise over inflation. Boeing wants
Boeing finds it necessary to take away their raiseS? Nearly
"continuous improvement" in everything but salaries.
all are under $20,000, down to as low as $15,000 for techs
Engiileers need general wage increases each year and
COLA in order to make up for past losses and keep ahead
and $13,500 for genera!' office. This is poverty level income
of future inflation.... A recent survey published' in Design
-a family supported on these lower'salaries qualifies for
food stamps. '
"
News revealed that Boeing is the 6th largest employer of
~ngineers in the U.S., yet its starting salaries are in the
This is the outrageous face of U.S. corporate greed,
, bottom half of the cOlllpanies and the average salary of , 1990. Boeing is rolling in annual profits of $1/2 billion plus,
Boeing engineers after five years on the job ranks 98th out
yet it schemes to rob another $600 from working' families
of the 100 largest engineering firms!
struggling to get by. Boeing boss, Shrontz, "earns" $17,000
a week, yet the company clips $3.30/hr. off the starting
Why Old Bo~lng Change Its Mind?
wages of production workers. The gap between rich and
poor is steadily growing in the :U.S. One nero look no further .than the Boeing company 'to see why,
Ori~inally,Boeing took an arrogant attitude towards the
engineer's rejectioJ? vote. It said the original offer was, fine
The top officials of SPEEA pulled a "Tom Baker" [lAM
and stalled on scheduliilg further negotiations with SPEEA
union head at Boeing in Seattle] on. the techs, and snuck
When talks were set up in January, Boeing postponed
through this new concession without anyone noticing. Mr.
scheduled meetings several times. Boeing' also threatened
Bofferding "forgot" to mention this concession at the inass
'
to cut off payroll deductions of union dues.
meeting of techs and engineers in the Seattle Coliseum last
While SPEEA bureaucrats were sitting around worrying
December. These kind of dirty tricks are part and parcel of
about dues money, rank and file engineers organized a
the SPEEA bureaucrats' "constructive' bargaining." In
protest rally at plant two on \ January 19. One hundred
response to criticism from rank and file engineers, Maengineers picketed Boeing headquarters; many holding signs
honey said the SPEEA leader did not have a "social
calling for an engineer's strike. 1.0 and behold, 'Boeing' relationship" with, Boeing negotiators. (Seattle Times,
negotiators met with SPEEA five days later.
, 1-20-90) No, it seems more like a bedroom relationship.
SPEEA hack Mahoney described the bargaining session
Through this year's contract negotiations, rank and' file
as follows: "We didn't know what to expect, and we, were
techs and engineers have stepped forward to challenge
prepared for them to say their original position was
Boeiilg's abuse and sought struggle and militancy more than
adequate." Boeing made its improved offer "right off the
ever before, Every step of the way they have faced the
bat." (Quoted in the Seattle Post-Intelligencer, 1~25-90)
obstructions of the SPEEA bureaucraCy. The union hacks
The simple· fact is that Boeing fears struggle, by the
have not and will not abandon their "constructive bargainmasses of engineers. Coming on top of the :(AM strike that
ing" policy because they come from and represent a
caused immediate. losses of millions of dollars and 58
particular upper section of technical workers who have
management-oriented ambitions.
planes, work disruption by the engineers would compound
the capi~alists'disaster.... It's up to the rank and file
, This is why, for example,SPEEA hOnchos champion the
I

'If

eugineers to carry through the struggle.
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selective increase system. Sel~tives benefit the upper few
at the expense of the vast majority. The favoritism,. prejudice and divisiveness inherent in the sel~tive system is
contrary to the most elementary principles of unions. Ail

this helps explain why the SPEEA bureaucracy does not
represent the majority of technical workers, who must
continue to take action independent' of SPEEA
•

Down with the revisionism of
the 7th CI Congress!
Resolution of the Centfal' Committee of the MLP
March 1990
1) The Third congress of the Marxist-Leninist Party
initiated a party-wide discussion on furthering the characterization of the line of the 7th World Congress of the
Communist International, held in 1935. This discussion
continued after the congress, and the common thiliking of
the Party on the subject is embodied in this resolution of
the Central Committee.

the characte~tion of the 7th' Congress fit together with
the history of the revisionist destruction of the proletarian
character of the CI's parties, which didn't take place all at
once, but over a period of time. The concrete eJaimination
of this tragedy shows both a process of degeneration and,
indeed, the continuing harmfulness of 7th Congress platform.
'

3) The Marxist-Leninist Party holds that the line of the
. 7th CICongress should indeed be called revisionist. It was
a complete theoretical and political platform, which was
I .
'
2) At the Second Congress in the fall 'of 1983, the MLP , an opportunist turnrng back on the Leninist orientation
which, earlier, had in the main guided the CI. This new
launched party-wide discussion of the line of the 7th
Congress. As a result of' this study, in 1984 the Party
line was not some minor deviation, not simply some
unanimously condemned what the 7th CI Congress promistaken \,VIinkle in an otherwise communist' platform, not
claimed as a "new tactical orientation" as a backward turn
a matter of tactics alone. It was a full-fledged policy which
in the development of the CI and a harmful influence on
negated revolutionary Marxism.
The 7th Congress line had many essential features in
the heroic communist work in leading the anti-fascist
struggle.
'
,common with the revisionism which had earlier come up
at the end of the 19th century with Bernstein, Millerand
The MLP has published a series of works examining this
etc. in the Second International. There is the same crusade
turn and its damaging consequences· to the international
against the Marxist principles as allegedly outdated ideas.
movement. 'Ye have seen what it meant in France during
The principles are denounced as dogmatism and the new '
the 1934-37 period. We have seen the grievous damage it
line is promoted as a creative application of socialism to
did in the Spanish 'Civil War. We have seen how it was the
the changed circumstances I of the day. In policy, there is
source of the CPUSA's Browderite revisionism, which our
essentially the same cbncepts of' class collaboration, the
Party and its predecessors have long condemned.
sacrifice of the class independence of the proletariat, the
Condemning the line of the 7th Congress, we have so
revival of nationalism, 'and the embracing of petty-bourgeois
far called it a "wrong orientation", "backward turn", and
democratic ideas.
an abandonment of the revolutionary perspective and of
What Lenin said in 1914 about the views corroding the
revolution Leninism. This is correct, but it is not a com2nd International also basically fit the platform of the 7th
plete formulation. We intended to make a further characterization later, which we are now doing.
CI Congress:
"Advocacy of class collaboration; abandonment of
The issue we left open was whether ,the line of the 7th
the idea of socialist revolution and revolutionary
CI Congress should be labeled revisionist. Our characterizamethods of struggle; adaptation to bourgeois nationaltions then of the views' of this congress, and of the serious
ism; losing sight of the fact that the borderlines of
damage 'done by it, were the same as presented in this
nationality and country are historically transient;
resolution, other than ,not making explicit use of the term
making a fetish of bourgeois legality; renunciation of
"revisionist". Our concern was, among other things, how,
I

,
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the class viewpoint and the class struggle, for fear or
repelling the 'broad mass~ of the popul,ation' (meaning the petty bourgeoisie)-such, doubtlessly, are the
ideological foundations 'of opportunism." (Lenin, The
position and tasks of the Socialist International)
4) Th~re have been attempts from time to time to
separate Stalin from responsibility for the line of the 7th
Congress. Today again, voices within the Gorbachev
leadership ofthe CPSU -who look to the 7th CI Congress
as one of the justifications for their policy-claim that
Stalin was opposed to the 7th CI Congress.
But such efforts will \ not wash. While it is true that
Stalin did not speak at the 7th Congress and did not write
much at that time on the internatiorlal policy of the
communist movement, there is ample evidence that Stalin
bears responsibility for the 7th CI Congress platform. Stalin
\ was the leader of the CPSU, and the CPSU leadership at
that time was pivotal in developing and advocating the new
policy, and imposing it on the world communist movement.
There have been vari9us additional stages in the development of Soviet revisionism, but from 1935 on, the CPSU
leadership has continuously defended and built on the basic
standpoints of the 7th Congress. Through the various twists
and turns of their policy, on key points of theory, outlook
and orientation; Stalin, Khrushchev, Brezhnev, and Oor'bachev have maintained a ~trong continuity with the 7th
Congress.

Some parties were even able to lead revolutions, such as
those· in China and Albania.
The fact that the parties were able to carry out militant
struggle for a time afthards did not mean something
good about the 7th CI Congress. It was because communist
traditio~s of struggle and organization could not be erased
in a day, because the stand of the 7th CI Congress was
actually,gone against in practice in some cases, because of ,
objective conditions such as the revolutionary upsurge, etc.
But the question of Marxism-Leninism or revisionism is
a matter of life-and-death for the working class movement.
Indeed, everywhere the opportunism introduced QY the 7th
CI Congress took, sooner or later, a horrible toll. Everywhere, to. this or that extent, the fruits of the heroic work
of the communists of that period were sabotaged. Eventually the revisionist corrosion would destroy the parties tliat
adhered to Soviet revisionism as revolutionary working class
pa~ties altogether and turn them into the reformist and
buteaucratic carcasses that we are so familiar with at
pr~ent. Some other parties originally from the CI, suth 'as
those in China, Albania, and some other places, sougIit to .
break away from Soviet revisionism. or to fight it, but the
traditions from the 7th CI Congress would Gontinue to
serve as one'of the factors undermining these parties also.
6) Carrying through the fight against revisionism also
requires keeping up the struggle against Trot~kyism.
Trotskyism claims that it is the heir to the revolutionary
traditions of the CI and that it represents the historic battle
of communism against 'the treachery of the 7th CI Congress.
However, Trotskyism did not come up as a revolutionary
struggle against the 7th CI Congress. It does not stand for
the restoration of Leninism, but instead maintains semiMenshevik and "left" social-democratic positions. Indeed,
some of its key views are quite similar to those of the 7th
Congress, and Trotskyism even preceded the 7th Co:p.gress
in taking them up. And in other areas where it does differ
from the 7th Congress, it also differs from Leninism and
does not represent a'revolutionary communist alternative.
, As a result of this and other failures, Trotskyism was by
and large irrelevant to ,the revolutionary working/ class
movement.
It has fallen upon the revolutionary Marxist-Leninists
of today,' to those who want to carry the fight against'
revisionism to the end, to build a truly revolutionary
, alternative to, the 7th CI Congress.
_

, 5) While the MLP' holds that the line of the 7th
Congress was 'revisionist, the Party also holds'that this does
not mean that all the parties of the CI had immediately
exhausted themse1ves,ceased to be working class parties,
and become drained of all capacity for militant struggle,
History has sQown that the 7th Congress marked the
opening of a degenerative process but was not the culmination of that process itself. The expression of this process
varied from party to party.
, .
The new'revisionist line was a tremendous turn backwards, and brought grievous .harm to the CI, that great
achievement of the international, militant proletariat
inspired by the 1917 October revolution. The revisionist
nature' of the line and the example of its consequences
underline the deep hostility that it deserves from all
communists and activists.
But history has also shown that even after the 7th CI
Congress,~ many of the CI parties w~re aple to perfor,m
heroic deeds on be~alf of the toilers. It was the world
communist, movement that shouldered the brunt of the
(I) Collected Works, vol. 21, p. 35, November 1, 1914,
sacrifice in the, anti-fascist struggle during World War II. . the parenthetical
remark is Lenin's.
_
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